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1: The Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Excel
Select All Cells in a Worksheet using 'Select All' For those who prefer not to use the keyboard, the Select All button is
another option for quickly select all cells in a worksheet. As shown in the image above, Select All is located in the top left
corner of the worksheet where the row header.

In programming, an object is a container for data. In the blank module, type the following: Change your VBA
code to this: And indeed you can: C8" And you can even use named ranges: Range "Dates" How to refer to
cells with the Cells object The Cells object refers to cells using row and column index numbers instead of
regular cell designations. The row index, at 3, specifies row 3. The column index, at 2, specifies column B3.
Why use Cells instead of Range? For now, just know that the Cells object is usually used when you need to
refer to a number of cells in succession, instead of all at the same time. This one is called Select, and it
performs a very simple function: Kasper Langmann, Co-founder of Spreadsheeto You can use the Rows
method to refer to an entire row within a range. In our example, we selected row 2, and Excel selected A2: If
newRange referred to the range C4: F6, the second row would have been different: Selecting columns in a
range Selecting a column works exactly the same way. Just use the Columns method. Again, remember that
the number you use refers to the column within your selection, not the spreadsheet at large. There are more
complicated ways to copy and paste, such as selecting a range and then using the Copy method on the
Selection object. You can also refer to a range and then call the Paste method on the ActiveSheet object. For
now, though, this method will work. And understanding this method of copying and pasting will help you
figure out how to solve more complex problems later on. The Clear method will clear everything from a range
of cells. That includes values, formats, and comments. There are many different types of Clear methods, each
clearing a specific type of data: Another useful one is the ClearContents method, that only clears the values
inside the range.
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2: Select cell contents in Excel - Office Support
Freezing Your Titles. Create the column titles you want to use in the first row of your spreadsheet. You can either freeze
the entire top row or specific cells as your descriptors.

Mon, Sep 17, at 9: Is there a way I can use Excel as a data provider? Report creators can use an Excel
spreadsheet as an "external data provider" for WebI reports. There are two kinds of Excel external data
providers: This article discusses the use of "Managed" data providers, and provides instructions for bringing
an Excel spreadsheet into the BI LaunchPad, refreshing the spreadsheet, and using it as a data provider for a
WebI report. Excel can be used as a data provider for a WebI report, but you must follow the best practices
below, otherwise you could lose a report you have created: Your Excel workbook must be stored in WebI in
your "My Favorites" folder, or in a "My Favorites" subfolder, or it can be in a published reports folder. If you
delete the workbook, your report will not work and it will not be recoverable. You can move the Excel
workbook to another WebI folder, or rename it, but do not delete it. Do not restructure the data in your Excel
Workbook. You can add rows as needed. You can add columns , but do not insert them in front of other data.
You can add tabs. Do not delete, rename, or reorganize existing columns and tabs. We recommend you test the
steps below and make sure you are comfortable with the procedures before developing a critical report. Within
the Excel workbook, your column header titles should start in Column A, Row 1. Column titles should be
short and descriptive i. The second row will be your first row of data. Enter all of your data into the Excel
workbook. Save the Excel workbook to a network drive. This is what you will see in your WebI folder. You
can also enter a report description and keywords; however, keywords are not currently searchable. Do not
rename, move, insert, or delete columns or tabs. You may add columns to the end of the spreadsheet and tabs
at the end. Save the workbook in a location where you will find it. Right-click the workbook, and from the
shortcut menu, select Organize, and then select Replace File. Browse to the new version of the Excel
workbook and click "Open". In the bottom-right of the dialog box, click "Replace". You will get a message
"Replacing this file will overwrite the existing file. Do you want to continue? Click the New report icon which
looks like a sheet of paper in the upper left The "Create a Document" dialog box will display. Select Excel and
click OK. If you have have not imported the workbook into the repository, close the window and follow the
steps above, and then return to these steps. Select a Sheet Name from the drop-down menu. You can select
only one. If you need to use more than one, then you must create a report that uses more than one data
provider. Selecting a range definition will cause you issues if you add rows or columns later and is not
recommended. Selecting a named range is fine, but you will need to set up the named range in the original
Excel workbook AND remember to change it whenever you update your rows and columns. Leave the box for
"First row contains column names" checked. There are three panels: You can also set the object as a
dimension related to another object. These objects can only be removed and updated by modifying your
original Excel workbook and then refreshing the WebI workbook. You can only filter data rows or columns
either within the source Excel file or by using report filters and input controls. You cannot filter the data or
create prompts in the Query Panel. A report tab with a table of your data will display. From here, you can
design your report as you would any other WebI report.
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3: How to Use the Multiple Rows Function in Excel | www.enganchecubano.com
2. Create a new column to contain the data you want to create. For example, you have a spreadsheet that lists the
number of your items in inventory (column C) and how much each item cost (column D).

This is the easiest and fastest approach of highlighting rows. The default automatic filtering and color banding
makes it easy to highlight different rows in Excel. You need to select a data range and convert it to a table to
perform the row highlighting. How to Choose Different Colors of Row Stripes There are so many numbers of
color stripes available for row and columns highlighting in the format as table option. The row shading can be
done following the below procedure for different color stripes. Then you will find that a table has been created
from which you can read your data properly Excel generate blue and white pattern table by default. Now if
you wish to create your own color patterns for the table you can also do that. For this, you need to format the
table. To do that, just click on the Format as Table option on the Home tab. You will find more patterns and
colors. You can also use the Design option on top of your spreadsheet where you will find the color options
with table style option. Highlighting Rows by Modifying Table Style If you need to highlight a number of
rows by your choice with a different number of colors then you need to modify your table accordingly. I
choose 2 for this. Now from the Table Styles gallery, search the modified table by name and choose it. Here
you can choose any Border, Font and Fill styles you want. The pictures below show us how the modification
is done. If you want your color bandings to be removed, choose any cell from your table and go to Design tab
to uncheck the Banded rows. By the help of conditional formatting, you can highlight different rows according
to your choice. Here, we will see the use of two formulas in conditional formatting for highlighting rows. For
example, if you want to highlight the even rows from the range A1: The procedure is stated below. You will
see your selected color is shown in Preview area. Press Ok to apply the formatting In the following picture,
you can see the even rows are highlighted. For example, if you want to highlight the odd rows from the range
A1: Press Ok to apply the formatting In the following picture, you can see the odd rows are highlighted. Here,
we used the offset as 1. Then it is divided by 2 to count as a group of 2, which starts 1. Based on the formula
and numbers stated in the formula the output will be different. The pictures below show the result that we
discussed in this example. MOD carries a number with a divisor and returns a number as remainder. Here the
number is provided by the ROW function which is then divided by 2. If the number is even, MOD returns 0.
The following pictures show the highlighted even rows. If you want to highlight the odd rows using the same
formula, you can just use a 1 instead of 0 in the above formula. The result and formula stated in the
conditional formatting are shown in the below pictures. The divisor cannot be zero or one. If zero is used as
divisor no shading will be found in the range. If one is used as divisor the whole range will be shaded. Here in
this example, we used a VBA code that highlights the even rows. The code was found at this link https:
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4: Select data for a chart - Excel
Selecting entire row of data. Ask Question. up vote 1 down vote favorite. Select non-blank rows in spreadsheet. 1. VBA
help in selecting entire rows on a dynamic.

This may take a long time in big spreadsheets, as you have to target them manually. In this process, select the
blank row by just putting the mouse cursor in the leftmost side of a row and clicking the right button of the
mouse. By this, you select the whole blank row, continuing this process for other blank rows will eventually
select all the blank rows. By clicking it you will delete all the blank rows in your spreadsheet. The following
pictures show the process. So, the process can be used in a variety of situations. How to Highlight Every Other
Row in Excel Deleting Blank Rows by finding Blank cells If you have a spreadsheet containing a handful of
blank rows deleting them manually will take so much time. As you can see, in this procedure all the rows
which have blank cells were deleted. This is not the thing we want. There is another thing you should be
careful about is that, if there are some missing values in any column they will be deleted as well so the data
will displace and can cause inconsistency. Because of too many blank cells in the previous examples, some
rows which were not actually blank were deleted. This will not happen in this example. Here, we will use the
excel Find feature. The following is the step by step process for this. Delete them in the same way that we did
in the previous examples Using Filter Functionality to Delete Blank Rows For this method, we need to put all
our data in a table. Follow the below steps to do this method. Make sure to make a table before doing this
process otherwise you will not find every name in the column as there are blanks in between the rows of the
columns. By making a table for the cells you are indicating a range to do the operation. This is quite similar to
the previous example. The difference is that you can see the blank rows of your spreadsheet easily. The
procedure is stated below. Dragging this formulated cell to downwards will copy this formula to every cell
Just like the previous example execute the filter option for the Test column and uncheck the No-Blank box
This will show the blank cells only. Now delete these blank cells like we did before then remove the filter
option. You will see all the blank rows of the table has disappeared Read More:
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5: How To Use Excel-Style Spreadsheets in Microsoft Word
I have an Excel spreadsheet that I need to copy a variable number of rows from 1 worksheet to another within the same
spreadsheet (workbook). I have a variable (NRRows) that contains the number of rows that I want to copy, ie: from row
1 torow "NRRows".

What good is a beautifully crafted spreadsheet if it looks terrible on paper? Fortunately, you can tweak your
spreadsheet and the program settings to get everything on one page, and to make that page look as good as
possible. If your spreadsheet is just too big for a single page, you can use these settings to distribute it over a
number of pages more agreeably. Preview Before You Print This is an important stepâ€”you can head off a lot
of problems before you print if you just know about them. If it looks good, go ahead and print. If not, try some
of the strategies listed below! A taller spreadsheet will likely benefit from a vertical orientation. To choose
which orientation your spreadsheet uses, open the Page Setup menu and choose Portrait or Landscape under
the Page tab. If they contain information that you think you might need again sometime later, you can hide
them by right-clicking on the row or column header and selecting Hide. To see the data again, highlight the
rows or columns on either side of the hidden data, right-click on the label, and select Unhide. Select the cells
that you want to print and click Print. Change the Print What: Now this selection will become the standard
print area for your spreadsheet. Change Page Margins If you need just a little more room to fit your
spreadsheet on a page, adding some extra space to the margins of the page can solve your problem. Add a
fraction of an inch to each margin and check the print preview again. However, remember that text running all
the way to edge of a piece of paper is not only aesthetically unpleasing, but can also be hard to read. Be
judicious with this one! Wrap Text and Resize Columns Excel is usually used for numerical data, but it can be
really useful for text as well. If you have a lot of text in your cells, they can really stretch out your spreadsheet
and make it difficult to fit it on one page, or even on multiple pages; you might end up with a weird printing
scheme that makes your document look like this: Now, when the text in a cell is wider than the column width,
the text will wrap down to the next line. From here, you can adjust the widths of your columns by dragging the
edge of a row or column header to resize it. You can also double-click on the row or column labels to
automatically make them as wide as necessary, as shown in the video below. To make sure that your columns
fit on a page like you want them to, use the page layout view mentioned above. Scale Your Spreadsheet If
nothing else has done the job, you can scale your spreadsheet so that it fits onto a single page or a certain
number of pages. In Page Setup, click the radio button next to Fit to: You can also select a percentage scale.
Here are a couple you should know about. Adding Header and Footer Information Excel can automatically add
useful information to the header and footer of your document to make it easier to read. If your spreadsheet is
really long, this information can help keep the pages organized more easily. You can also add custom text by
clicking on Customize Header or Customize Footer. But with a few tweaks to settings and format of your
document, you can produce a nice printout! Have any other tips for printing spreadsheets from Excel?
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6: How to Select Entire Rows and Columns | Spreadsheet Tips | Gridmaster
No matter what you decide to use Excel for, basic formatting of columns, rows, and cells can help you view your data
easily. For instance, you may use the first row of a spreadsheet to insert headers.

The examples in this article use the properties in the following table. Count to count the number of columns in
the specified item Rows. Count to count the number of rows in the specified item Selection to refer to the
currently selected range 1: How to Select a Cell on the Active Worksheet To select cell D5 on the active
worksheet, you can use either of the following examples: How to Select a Cell on Another Worksheet in the
Same Workbook To select cell E6 on another worksheet in the same workbook, you can use either of the
following examples: Cells 6, 5 -or- Application. Range "E6" Or, you can activate the worksheet, and then use
method 1 above to select the cell: How to Select a Cell on a Worksheet in a Different Workbook To select cell
F7 on a worksheet in a different workbook, you can use either of the following examples: Cells 7, 6 -orApplication. Range "F7" Or, you can activate the worksheet, and then use method 1 above to select the cell:
D10 on the active worksheet, you can use any of the following examples: Range Cells 2, 3 , Cells 10, 4. E11
on another worksheet in the same workbook, you can use either of the following examples: Range "D3",
"E11" Or, you can activate the worksheet, and then use method 4 above to select the range: Range Cells 3, 4 ,
Cells 11, 5. F12 on a worksheet in a different workbook, you can use either of the following examples: Range
"E4", "F12" Or, you can activate the worksheet, and then use method 4 above to select the range: Range Cells
4, 5 , Cells 12, 6. How to Select a Named Range on the Active Worksheet To select the named range "Test" on
the active worksheet, you can use either of the following examples: How to Select a Named Range on Another
Worksheet in the Same Workbook To select the named range "Test" on another worksheet in the same
workbook, you can use the following example: Range "Test" Or, you can activate the worksheet, and then use
method 7 above to select the named range: How to Select a Named Range on a Worksheet in a Different
Workbook To select the named range "Test" on a worksheet in a different workbook, you can use the
following example: How to Select a Cell Relative to the Active Cell To select a cell that is five rows below
and four columns to the left of the active cell, you can use the following example: Select To select a cell that is
two rows above and three columns to the right of the active cell, you can use the following example: Select
Note An error will occur if you try to select a cell that is "off the worksheet. How to Select a Cell Relative to
Another Not the Active Cell To select a cell that is five rows below and four columns to the right of cell C7,
you can use either of the following examples: How to Select a Range of Cells Offset from a Specified Range
To select a range of cells that is the same size as the named range "Test" but that is shifted four rows down and
three columns to the right, you can use the following example: Select If the named range is on another not the
active worksheet, activate that worksheet first, and then select the range using the following example: How to
Select a Specified Range and Resize the Selection To select the named range "Database" and then extend the
selection by five rows, you can use the following example: How to Select a Specified Range, Offset It, and
Then Resize It To select a range four rows below and three columns to the right of the named range
"Database" and include two rows and one column more than the named range, you can use the following
example: How to Select the Union of Two or More Specified Ranges To select the union that is, the combined
area of the two named ranges "Test" and "Sample," you can use the following example: Union Range "Test" ,
Range "Sample". Select Note that both ranges must be on the same worksheet for this example to work. Note
also that the Union method does not work across sheets. B2" , Range "Sheet1!
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7: How to Move a Row in Excel - Solve Your Tech
In a data set starting in Row 4, you may need to add or subtract a numerical value depending on the method you use. If
you are going to be coding for a data set that has blank rows or columns within it, always be sure to test out your code to
make sure it is calculating properly.

Just know that there are lots of other ways to get data into your spreadsheets if you need them. Running basic
calculations in Excel is easy. This tells Excel to get ready to run some sort of calculation. A51 , make sure you
type it exactly as it isâ€”including the equals sign. Type the following formula in a blank cell: You can also
edit a cell in the formula bar. Click on any cell, then click into the formula bar and start typing. Kasper
Langmann, Co-founder of Spreadsheeto Performing subtraction, multiplication, and division is just as easy.
Open up the first sheet in the example workbook, click into cell C1, and type the following: Now, change one
of the numbers in A1 or B1 and watch what happens: Try doing different types of arithmetic on the other
numbers in columns A and B using this method. These let you run complex calculations with a few
keypresses. Check out our other blog posts to see some of the great things you can do with functions! Kasper
Langmann, Co-founder of Spreadsheeto Many formulas take sets of numbers and give you information about
them. Click into an empty cell and type the following formula: The resulting number, 0. There are also
functions that work on text. Click into cell C5 and type this formula: How did this happen? We put the
contents of A5 and B5 together. Kasper Langmann, Co-founder of Spreadsheeto Excel has dozens of useful
functions. Scroll through the list of available functions, and select the one you want you may have to look
around for a while. Then Excel will help you get the right numbers in the right places: If you start typing a
formula, starting with the equals sign, Excel will help you by showing you some possible functions that you
might be looking for: This is a tiny preview of how functions work and what they can do. It should be enough
to get you going on the tasks you need to accomplish right away. Trying to recover unsaved changes is a pain!
You can also save your document and email it, or use any other cloud service to share it with others. Want a
complete step-by-step blueprint? Zero to Hero transforms you from beginner to superuser in just 14 hours.
Click here to read more!
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8: Unable to add rows in Excel after 'Format as table'
To limit the width of your spreadsheet to the width of a single page, you can limit the width of your columns and use text
wrapping to make sure that you don't lose any of the data that you want printed.

Twitter Advertisement Microsoft Excel has been around for decades and many have used it since its release.
But there are still others who are just now starting to use it. Whether for work, school, or personal use, it can
be a little intimidating when you first begin. There are even classes for new Excel users both online and on
campuses. This guide is available to download as a free PDF. Feel free to copy and share this with your
friends and family. This guide to Excel is for those who have never used it before, are struggling with it as a
beginner, or just want the basics to then learn it on their own. What Is Microsoft Excel? In the simplest of
terms, Excel is a spreadsheet application. It uses grids of cells within columns and rows to manipulate,
organize, and perform calculations with data. You can use pivot tables, charts, formulas, and functions in a
variety of ways. General Uses for Excel Budgets for household or business finances Invoices and receipts
Tracking for projects, client and customers, and health records Planners and calendars Financial, loan, debt,
and mortgage calculations Inventory management The list goes on with the many uses for Excel. Getting
familiar with them will help you to understand the guide and the steps you see. A workbook is what you
actually use when you open Excel. The workbook contains the spreadsheets. Read More on the bottom of the
Excel workbook. Spreadsheets are made up of rectangular blocks called cells. A cell contains the data you
enter; from numbers to words to images to formulas, cells hold that information. You can enter data either
directly in the cell or in the formula bar text box for the cell right below your ribbon. You will also notice the
name box cell indicator to the left of the formula bar. By default, this displays the corresponding column and
row for the cell. For instance, the cell in the top left corner of the spreadsheet is A1 for column A, row 1. You
can think of a formula as a calculation or equation. With Excel, you can create formulas or use built-in ones.
These formulas can automatically calculate numbers Doing Your Taxes? This is the time to leverage the
power of Excel to get everything in order. Read More for you like addition or multiplication. In addition to
calculations, you can use functions for things like counting the number of items in a column or displaying a
minimum or maximum number for a group of cells. The Excel Tabs and Ribbon You should take a little time
to familiarize yourself with the ribbon in Excel. Just like with other Microsoft Office applications, the ribbon
holds the buttons that you will use inside tabs. You can customize the ribbon to remove or add both tabs and
buttons. But you will likely see the tabs below by default. Here is a brief explanation of what each one is for
and which button sections you can see. Create a new workbook, open an existing one, save, print, and share
books and sheets. Ctrl the clipboard, font, alignment, numbers, style, cells, and editing. Insert tables, charts,
illustrations, filters, and links. Use drawing tools such as a lasso selection, eraser, pen, and highlighter. Adjust
the spreadsheet theme, page setup, scale-to-fit, and sheet options. Pick a formula, function from the library,
and perform formula auditing. Get and transform data, view queries and connections, sort, filter, and use data
tools. Use tools for proofreading, accessibility, language, and comments. Change the workbook view, items to
show, zoom in or out, and work with windows. Also, note the Tell me what you want to do box. If you need
help or want more information on a feature, just enter the keyword into the box and view your results. But if
not, this is the toolbar at the very top left of the Excel window. And it is important because it allows you to
quickly undo or redo an action, plus save your file. If you make a mistake and want to undo it, just click the
Undo button. If you click it once, it will undo the last action you took. If you keep clicking it, it will undo
actions you took one-by-one moving backward. Alternatively, you can click the arrow next to the Undo button
and highlight all actions you want to undo. If you undo an action with the button, the Redo button will then be
clickable. This lets you redo what you have just undone. Like the Undo button, you can redo your last action
with one click or use the arrow next to the Redo button to redo multiple actions. The Save button lets you
quickly save the file you are working on with the current file name. Spreadsheet Options Managing a large
number of spreadsheets is no problem for Excel. So, you can use more than one if your project calls for it. For
example, you can use different spreadsheets for months or years, product warehouse locations, loan or credit
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card companies, and healthcare facilities. Along with multiple sheets, you can take advantage of these basic
spreadsheet features. Click the plus button at the bottom next to your last sheet. Hold the sheet tab and drag to
its new spot in the workbook. Double-click the sheet tab and type the new name. By default, you will see them
named Sheet 1, Sheet 2, and so on. Color a spreadsheet tab: Right-click the sheet tab and under Tab Color, just
click to apply a new one. Right-click the sheet tab and under Protect Sheet, add a password and select your
options. Move or copy a spreadsheet: Right-click the sheet tab and select Move or Copy. You can then move
the sheet to another spot in the workbook, move it to a different workbook, and make a copy of it for either
case. Right-click the sheet tab and click Delete. You will need to confirm this action in the subsequent pop-up
window. Working With Columns, Rows, and Cells in Excel There are some basics such as selecting, inserting,
deleting the columns, rows, and cells in Excel. These are handy actions to keep in mind as you work with your
spreadsheets. Select an Entire Column or Row You will notice as you move your mouse over the letters for the
columns or numbers for the rows that a small arrow will appear. If you click at that time, the entire column or
row will be selected. You might use this action for applying a function, formatting, or sorting. Select a Group
of Columns, Rows, or Cells There may be times when you want to select more than one column, row, or cell.
You can do this in a couple of different ways depending on if they are adjacent or scattered. Select Adjacent
Columns, Rows, or Cells When you want to select columns, rows, or cells that are next to each other, begin by
selecting the first one. Then, hold down your mouse button and drag through the rest. You will see them
highlight as they are selected. Release the mouse button when you finish. Another way to do this is to select
the first one, hold down your Shift key, and then select the last one. If you do this with cells, you can select an
entire group across and down. Select Scattered Columns, Rows, or Cells If you would like to select columns,
rows, or cells that are not adjacent, start by clicking the first one. Then, hold down the Ctrl key and continue
clicking the ones you want. Release the Ctrl key when you finish. Insert or Delete a Column, Row, or Cell
You can easily add or get rid of a column or row that you no longer need. Again, put your mouse over the
letter or number, but instead of left-clicking your mouse, right-click. In the context menu that appears, select
either Insert or Delete. Read More by selecting Hide or Unhide from the context menu. You can insert or
delete a cell the same way as a column or row. However, with either option, you will receive a pop-up alert
asking how you would like to shift the cells, row, or column. Just choose an option and click OK. Move a
Column, Row, or Cell If you decide to move a column, row, or cell to a different spot in your spreadsheet, you
can do it but must be careful. First, select the column, row, or cell as described above. Put your mouse over
one of the edges of it so that the four-sided arrow appears. Then, drag it by holding down your mouse button
to its new location and release. What you must be cautious of is if you release the column, row, or cell over the
top of one that already contains data. If this happens, a pop-up box will appear asking if you are sure you want
to replace the data.
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9: How Do You Limit the Number of Rows in an Excel Spreadsheet? | www.enganchecubano.com
In Excel, you can select cell contents of one or more cells, rows and columns. Note: If a worksheet has been protected,
you might not be able to select cells or their contents on a worksheet. Click on a cell to select it. Or use the keyboard to
navigate to it and select it. To select a range.

January 26, Learning how to move a row in Excel is a good way to quickly adjust the layout of the data in an
Excel worksheet. But if you have already entered an entire row of data into your worksheet, the prospect of
deleting and retyping it, or manually cutting and pasting individual cells, can seem tedious. One way to
expedite the process of moving data is to move entire rows at a time. This is accomplished in Excel by cutting
a row from its current location and pasting it into the desired new location. Moving a Row in Excel The steps
that are required to move a row in Microsoft Excel are very similar to the steps required to move a column.
You can read here to learn how to move columns in Excel as well. But you can continue below to move a row
in Excel and see how the functionality works, which can give you a clearer understanding of how rows and
columns interact within the context of your entire Excel spreadsheet. Open the spreadsheet containing the row
that you want to move. Locate the row number of the row that you want to move, then click the row number
once to select the entire row. Right-click the row number, then click the Cut option. Click the row number
under which you would like to insert the row that you just cut. For example, I am selecting row 3 in the image
below. Right-click the row number that you selected in Step 4, then click the Insert Cut Cells option.
Summary â€” How to move a row in Excel Select the row number that you want to move. Right-click the
selected row, then click the Cut option. Click the row number under where you would like to insert the row
that you just cut. Right-click the selected row number, then click the Insert Cut Cells option. As mentioned
earlier, you can move rows in Excel by clicking the first row that you wish to move, holding the Shift key on
your keyboard, then clicking the bottom row that you want to move. This method for moving multiple rows in
Excel will only work for a contiguous group of rows. You will not be able to select different individual rows
from all over your spreadsheet. Is there a row of information in your spreadsheet that you do not need, or that
you do not want other people to see? Learn how to hide a row in Excel to keep the data in your spreadsheet,
but stop it from being visible.
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